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Speed past Meth: Valley not into popular drug

see Page 3
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Government cuts
cause increase in
UTPA tuition rates

Tennis Time

UTPA tennis team captain
Jeremy Salvo’s motivation is
strengthened by his love for the
game on and off the court. The
former Southland Conference
player of the year reflects on his
experience at UTPA.
The Broncs took on Laredo
Community College Tuesday
and had much success in men’s
and women’s play.
See Page 15

By DAVID RODRIGUEZ
The Pan American

Joel de La Rosa
The Pan American

In a meeting last Thursday, the
UT System Board of Regents
approved raising tuition costs at
seven of its component schools,
including The University of
Texas-Pan American. Students
at UTPA can expect a 10percent increase in
tuition effective fall
2006.
According
to the UTPA
tuition plan,
the rise in
costs is due to federal and state government’s inability to
match UTPA’s growing
enrollment with more
substantial resources.
While enrollment at
UTPA grew 10 percent
and 7 percent the most
recent two fall semesters,
state general revenue allocation
increased only 1 percent, after bond
payment adjustments.
Dennis McMillan, associate
vice president for enrollment and
student services, said arriving at a
number for tuition is an evolutionary process and state funds are

coming up short.
“You look at what you’re
doing right now, and then you look
at where you want to be with
growth, and you try to plan for the
increased needs of a rapidly growing institution,” said McMillan.
“It’s difficult to do because the
State Legislature is trying to manage the state budget as a whole but
our education is overlooked.”
The Board of Regents
approval is the last stride in a multistep process for adjusting tuition.
First the UTPA Executive Council,
whose membership consists of each
divisional vice president or head
and the president, meets to discuss
issues concerning the institution. A
consultation strategy is then developed to ensure the schools important groups are informed.
A presentation on tuition
changes is then prepared to inform
constituent groups in and around
the school. A proposal is then sent
to the Board of Regents who
approve, modify, or reject proposals on their discretion.
Currently, UTPA tuition is still
one of the lowest of the UT System.
Based on a 15-hour semester, the
charge is $1,738. The University of
Texas-Austin tops the list with a

See TUITION page 11

UTPA to
form new
bonds with
the CIA
By EMMA CLARK
The Pan American
The CIA will be visiting the
University of Texas-Pan American
March 29, as part of a new relationship the university and the government intelligence agency are hoping
to develop. New York University is
the only other college in the United
States that has been chosen to participate in the exclusive program.
Representatives will be available on campus to answer questions
students might have about the
agency, and are especially interested
in training minority students, with
help from the CIA Collegiate
Marketing Program.
Yajaira Flores, public relations
coordinator for the program,
explained why UTPA was chosen.
“They
fit
the
clients
criteria…our good academic standing, our geographical location and
our diverse culture – 76 percent of
students speak more than one language,” Flores said, adding that this
is exactly what the CIA is looking
for.
The Collegiate Marketing
Program is designed to give students hands-on training about the
fundamentals of marketing, a

See CIA page 11

Debate: The Terri Schiavo case
A-list names and big ideas
are topping the box office charts
this spring. “Robots,” a computer-generated animated film
which used the voices of Ewan
McGregor, Halle Berry, Greg
Kinnear, Mel Brooks, Drew
Carey and more, topped the
charts in its opening weekend
beginning March 11. This weekend “Ring Two,” the sequel to a
horror movie that took moviegoers by surprise in 2002,
dethroned the bots.
See Page 8 & 9

courtesy of google.com

Nearly seven years
ago, the family members
of Terri Schiavo entered a
legal battle over whether
to have her feeding tube
removed and allow her to
die. As of March 18,
Schiavo’s
tube
was
removed at the request of
her husband. The case
has drawn national attention and has created controversy about the rightto-die debate. Two editors
of The Pan American
exchange views on the
case.
See page 6

FYI...
The University of Texas-Pan American shuttle service will not be
operating March 25. Normal hours of operation will resume on March
28, in parking lot S, lot S-1, lot P, lot D and lot E. Wait time for the shuttle is 7 to 10 minutes. Contact the Auxiliary Service at 381-2252 for
more information.
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iHave one too: Is it worth it?
Traffic sucks, it’s getting hotter every day,
and the prospect of
required readings not yet
attempted is an unborn
embolism just waiting
for the most embarrassing time to drop me;
David Rodriguez maybe when I’m in line
at Luby’s perhaps. But
none of these even came close to the sheer
despondent frustration that consumed me every
time my CD player would skip. The skipping
became so pervasive that every song I listened to
eventually became an unfinished symphony.
Tech envy didn’t help either. I’ve never considered myself a gadget guy but I’m certainly not
immune to the pull of sexy new devices. Day
after day I would watch people bop around campus with their tiny MP3 players in their pocket,
or conspicuously strapped to their belt. Or the
most egregious, tied around their arm, as if they
had only taken a few minutes out from crosstraining to come to class. I watched these people
with undeniable invidiousness. These were people, I reasoned, that lived better lives than I. They
dined on food richer than I could imagine. They
drove cars equipped with amenities rivaling the
Starship Enterprise. They boldly listened to
music in ways this man never had.
So thanks to my skipping CD player and my
warped sense of self-worth, it was in sporadic
silence and the throes of naked, jealous classenvy that I decided to ignore my phone bill and
speeding ticket and buy an MP3 player.
I am not alone. The Consumer Electronics
Association (real lady-killers I’m sure) reports
that MP3 player sales doubled in 2004 totaling

6.9 million units sold. This is old news for anyone who frequents the UTPA campus. You need
only walk 10 feet in any direction and you will
run right smack into some mindless automaton
staring straight down into his music machine.
The increase in sales from MP3 players alone
more than tripled revenue and the industry as a
whole raked in $1.2 billion. The CEA predicts
the MP3 market will continue this rate of growth
in 2005, reaching 10 million units sold and netting $1.7 billion.
So I turned my wallet upside down at Best
Buy and walked out with an iRiver H10 and I
gotta say, this is one bad machine. This thing has
five gigabytes of internal storage. For those of
you without a pen in your shirt pocket, five gigabytes translates to over 150 hours of music. I can
store pictures and listen to FM radio as well. I
can even use my MP3 player as a digital voice
recorder. This thing does everything but lie to
my mother for me, and I think I just need an
adapter for that.
For a week or so I was completely enthralled.
I could now look my fellow students in the eye,
confident I too had more than $200 worth of
gadgetry in my pocket (I threw away the belt
strap clip). However, after awhile my excitement
waned a bit. I came to view my new toy as a
pressing matter, rather than a tool of liberation.
When I was lugging around my CD player like a
veritable Piltdown Man, I had to decide once a
day what I would listen to, then adhere to that. It
forced me to live by a decision every day. Now
I’m, for all intents and purposes, lugging around
150 CDs. I don’t want to waste any time by listening to music that doesn’t precisely fit the
mood I’m in, so I find myself constantly scrolling to find what jam will serve as the best sound-

track for my mood at this exact very minute. The
whole thing has made me fickle.
What’s worse, just yesterday, I actually
bumped into someone because I was glued to
my MP3 player. “I’m sorry,” I mumbled, and I
had to wonder if I was offering an apology or an
assessment on my state of affairs. This thing was
supposed to streamline my life, but instead it has
become another encumbering satellite of my
consciousness and unflattering bulge in my
pocket.
I then started to question just how useful all
the features I had so dearly paid for were.
Seriously, why would I want to listen to FM
radio when all my favorite music is already at
my fingertips? The idea of some screeching DJ
plugged directly into my ear via the plugs just
doesn’t appeal to me. Pictures? That’s nifty to be
sure, but of what value is it to me to carry around
pictures? Not to mention the security risk. I’m
sure Paris Hilton can attest to the dangers of
portable pictures. Not that I, regrettably, have
any pictures as scandalous as hers.
Don’t get me wrong, there is a palpable, egomassaging, glee I still get when I whip out my
new gadget in public, but I’m no longer under
any illusion about the technological progress we,
or I have made. My only real problem is deciding what to do next. Maybe I’ll just get to work
on my assigned readings.

seems to me that sand crabs with low oxygen consumption will also be low in
humor, both in and out of organizational
settings. How can we expect sand crabs to
have a sense of humor if they are not getting enough oxygen? So, I am predicting
a positive correlation between adequate
oxygen in sand crabs and their humor
responses in organizations. I await, with
great interest, the outcome of the research
to see if my prediction is accurate.
By the way, a typical example of sand
crab humor is the following: “Hey pal, are

you sick, or do you always walk sideways?” This may not seem so funny to
you, but it cracks up sand crabs.

CORRECTION: In the March 17 issue of
The Pan American, the article “Students,
faculty work together for common research
goal” contained a misprint. The sentence
should have read, “KGBT-TV televised the
meeting live and sandwiched each panelist’s
presentation with filmed packages and interviews.”

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Dear Pan American:
I was happy to see the article “Students,
faculty work together for common
research goal” in the March 17, 2005 issue
of The Pan American,front page. It mentioned students and faculty conducting
research together, which is good.
I wish to offer a humorous comment on
one thing I read in that article, when it
described the varied research topics such
as “organizational humor and oxygen consumption in sand crabs.” I do not know
why I did not think of it before, but it

Sincerely,
Russell Eisenman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Department of Psychology
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Crystal Meth addiction low in Rio Grande Valley
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
Methamphetamine started with
rural beginnings and has made its
way into big cities. But despite what
reports have suggested, it is still not
a popular drug of choice in the Rio
Grand Valley.
According to the National
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),
methamphetamine is an addictive
stimulant that strongly activates
certain systems in the brain. It is
made in illegal laboratories in the
Southwest and Mexico and has a
high potential for abuse and addiction.
According to the 2002 National
Survey on Drug Use and Health,
12.4 million Americans age 12 and
older had tried it at least once in
their lifetimes (5.3 percent of the
population), with the majority of

those who had used it in the past
year were between 18 and 34 years
of age.
Street methamphetamine is often
known as “speed,” “meth,” and
“chalk,” which can be snorted,
injected
or
taken
orally.
Methamphetamine hydrochloride
forms clear, chunky crystals resembling ice, which can be inhaled by
smoking and is referred to as “ice,”
“crystal meth,” or “glass.”
Although there are Crystal Meth
Anonymous groups across the
country that have increased in size,
at the Palmer Drug Abuse Program
(PDAP) in McAllen, where individual counseling is offered three times
a week, there has not been an
increase in addicts looking for help.
“We are seeing a little bit more
of young adults seeking counseling
for crystal meth but it is still pretty
rare in the Valley,” said Sarah, a

recovering drug addict from
PDAP who wished to
remain anonymous.
Miguel Lopez, director
of the Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program (ADAP) at
The University of Texas-Pan
American,
stated
that
methamphetamine is not
commonly used in the area.
According to Lopez students are more likely to get
counseling for alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, and heroin
addiction.
“Methamphetamine is
not a favorite drug down
here, mainly because this
whole
area
from
Brownsville to El Paso is
recognized by the DEA as a
high-intensity zone for drug

SIGNS OF METHAMPHETAMINE USE
Agitation, excited speech,
decreased appetite, increased
physical activity, dilated pupils
and nausea and vomiting
Occasional episodes of sudden
and violent behavior, intense paranoia visual and auditory hallucinations, and bouts of insomnia
A tendency to compulsively clean
and groom, repetitively disassemble and sort objects.

Source: The National Institute on Drug Abuse

See METH page 11

Diana Lozano/The Pan American

Hometown classmate named The Red, Black and Brown connection
UT-Austin student president
“I want to dispel many of the commonly
By ANGELA SALAZAR
The Pan American

By KRISTINA CAVAZOS
The Pan American
AUSTIN - Omar Ochoa, former
student of Edinburg North High
School, is making history at The
University of Texas at Austin as the
first Hispanic student body president.
Ochoa, 21, defeated fellow UT
student Jessica Rice by capturing 58
percent of the vote in the March 2
student government election. Over
8,600 students voted in the election,
which gives Ochoa a one-year term
as student body president.
This success is not unusual however, as political leadership runs in
the Ochoa family. His father, Joe, is
the former 10-year mayor of
Edinburg, who currently owns an
Edinburg pharmacy.
“My son has always been very
hardworking,” said the former mayor.
“His success comes from being
focused and knowing what he wants.
We are very proud of him.”
When Ochoa explained to his
family that he was running for president, the family visited Austin to
show their support, complete with
“Vote for Ochoa” shirts. His father
added that it had been a great experience.
Ochoa was earmarked for success
from his days at Edinburg North, and
was close to many of his classmates.
Most remember him as a leader in his
class.
Mike Sanchez, a former classmate, said, “Omar always seemed
more mature than most high school

students. His leadership qualities
were evident even in high school.”
It is no surprise to Sanchez that
Ochoa became a leader at UT.
Ochoa is once again showing his
strong leadership skills, and is actively involved on the UT campus. He is
part of the Committee on Campus
Community, the Cesar Chavez
Referendum Committee, Latino
Leadership Council and the Texas
Cowboys, among others.
“I already served a year in student
government, so I already had experience,” he said. “I have a different perspective than most. I like to concentrate on the cost of student life and
how the money that is going into it is
actually being returned to us,” Ochoa
said.
He will assume office as student
body president at noon April 5.
Founded in 1883, UT has the
largest single-campus enrollment in
the nation, with about 50,000 undergraduate students, according to the
school’s Web site.
Ochoa hopes to intern with
Congressman Ruben Hinojosa and
said he is excited about that upcoming opportunity.
“The congressman will be a great
role model for me, and know I can
learn a lot from him,” Ochoa said.
Ochoa is currently a junior majoring in business honors and the professional program in accounting and
economics. He hopes to attend law
school some day, and then return to
the Rio Grande Valley to serve his
community, just like his dad.

In this day and age it is hard to
find a common thread that binds the
public; it seems that the cultures that
once bound together the country are
becoming more and more separated.
During the activity period Thursday
at The University of Texas-Pan
American one event at the quad
known as Kaleidoscope hopes to do
something about that.
The highlight of Kaleidoscope: A
Celebration of Diversity, will be an
appearance by guest speaker Bobby
Gonzalez, who will speak on “Red,
Black and Brown: The Native
American/African American/Latino
Exchange,” Thursday at 6 p.m. in
the Student Union Theatre.
The speaker for this campus
event comes well recommended.
“Bobby Gonzalez is an excellent
speaker from the research we did,”
said Rodney Gomez, coordinator of
student development. “He has spoken at all sorts of universities, private, public, small, big. He has a particular take on Native American history and U.S. history and we thought
that would be cool to have.”
Gonzalez is a native of New York
City and comes from a tri-cultural
background. On his Web site,
www.bobbygonzalez.com,
he
explained that his cultural ancestry
stems from Native America, Africa
and Europe. Being from a diverse
background has given him a different
perspective on the history of
America and how the world has and
has not changed in the recent past.

held myths and stereotypes that most
people have about Native Americans.”
-Bobby Gonzalez
“I am trying to visit as many campuses as possible across the country
to spread the message,” said
Gonzalez. “I want to dispel many of
the commonly held myths and
stereotypes that most people have
about Native Americans. It is also
important to have history told from
an indigenous
perspective.”
Cultures
m a k e
exchanges
every day
from
language,
to
foods, to relig i o n .
America is a
melting pot
GONZALEZ
land where
immigrants
from around the world have formed a
diverse nation. When the original pilgrims shared the first Thanksgiving
with the Native Americans the
exchange began.
Now exchanges seem to be a little
more subtle according to Gonzalez.
They can happen with music people
hear, in the words a group speaks,
and even from government a nation

lives under.
And although our nation has
taken great strides to combat discrimination and stereotyping, Gonzalez
believes we might not have come as
far as we think.
“Because of the media and the
Internet, our world has gotten a lot
smaller,” he said. “We are more
aware of the many peoples who populate this planet and we are more
familiar with their life ways and customs.”
Gonzalez has offered an idea to
help open peoples’ minds.
“The first step in helping to turn
people around is to look at history
honestly,” he said. “Too often we
criticize and marginalize those who
do not think like us, speak our language or practice our religion. Some
things haven’t changed since 1492.”
Gonzalez said it does not matter
what culture a person comes from.
What matters is how that person
relates with people from cultures different from their own. Maybe by
hearing Gonzalez speak, walls may
break down and minds will be
opened as well.
For more information visit the
Web site at www.bobbygonzalez.com.
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Beyond sight:

A gift for the rest of the senses
Student gets grant for blind birding project
By CLAUDETTE GONZALEZ
The Pan American
Not all birdwatchers can actually
see the birds. A number of local blind
people have joined together to form a
group of blind birders who identify
creatures by their call, rather than by
their looks.
Gladie Cruz, the only blind undergraduate student at The University of
Texas-Pan American, leads this group
of blind birders with the help of the
Rensselaerville Institute, a non-profit
organization that gave her a $2,000
grant to get the project started.
“I always wanted to recognize birds
by their calls. Now that this opportunity has come up, I love it,” said Cruz.
“The grant [from the Rensselaerville
Institute] helped me realize that with
little money and great devotion I can
reach my goals,” she added.
Cruz, a 25-year-old rehabilitation
services major, has been blind since
the age of 14 when she lost her sight as
a result of a tumor.
“At first I didn’t want to accept my
blindness. It was really tough,” said
Cruz, who is working to expand the
popularity of blind birding as a recreational activity providing sightimpaired people with an opportunity
to be physically active in the great outdoors.
“Sighted people often think
that we blind people need to remain
indoors, insulated
from the world,” Cruz
said.
“But
blind birding
is
a
g r e a t
example of an
activity that we
can do outdoors to get some
exercise and enjoy nature at
the same time.”
At their weekly birding
field trips, Cruz and her
group of blind birders
walk single file, using an
imaginary clock to indicate the direction
f r o m
which

“The birding project is slowly helping
blind folks to feel more confident about
doing something in life and perhaps will
motivate them to get into the workforce.”
-Gladie Cruz,
Rehabilitation major
different bird calls are being heard.
If a member of the group hears a
bird call, he or she will call out both
the name of the bird whose call was
heard and the direction from which it
came; for example, “Did anybody else
hear a Golden Fronted Woodpecker at
1 o’clock?” Hearing this, the others
will remain silent in order to confirm
that it was indeed a Golden Fronted
Woodpecker at one o’clock.
Cruz and her group have even
taken blind birding to a higher level,
competing statewide in the Great
Texas Birding Classic which recently
celebrated the addition of the OuttaSight Song Birder Tournament. This
new division was created in 2003 for
the blind and visually impaired to
compete in.
Anna McNaught, administrative
assistant at the Rensselaerville
Institute, works with Cruz to make
sure the blind birders have everything
they need.
“Gladie is responsible
for the [blind birding]
project. She’s what
[ t h e
Rensselaerville
Institute] calls a
‘spark
plug’
because she’s the
leader that puts the
group together,” said
McNaught. “She’s a
very
impressive
woman and community
leader.”
Cruz has been birding for
almost two years now and she
believes it is a worthwhile endeavor
for other blind people as well.
“The birding project is slowly helping blind folks to feel
more confident about doing something in life and perhaps will motivate them to get into
the workforce,”
said Cruz.

Jessica Garza, a visually impaired
massage therapist from Pharr, says
blind birders may actually have an
advantage over sighted birders when it
comes to identifying the different bird
calls.
“I think it’s actually easier to recognize the bird calls without sight.
People with sight tend to get more distracted by things going on around
them,” said Garza.
According to McNaught, the Rio
Grande Valley is the perfect place for
birding activities.
“The Valley is the Mecca of birding. There is such a wide variety of
birds in the area,” she said of the area
known across the country as home to
hundreds of species of birds and butterflies. Eco-tourism is one of the
fastest growing areas of the Valley
economy.
On April 17, three teams of blind
birders will be competing at this year’s
Outta-Sight Song Birder Tournament:
the Tweety Birds, the Hawk Eyes and
La Primavera del Valle.
In addition to her work organizing
this group of blind birders, Cruz gives
presentations at local community centers and schools, which focus on blind
birding and allow her to reach out to
blind people in the audience to encourage them to try it. At the same time,
she is able to help educate the sighted
public about how to interact with blind
people.
“I understand many [sighted] people don’t know how to interact or
approach a blind person. I want to
remove that fear, so society can feel
more comfortable associating with the
blind,” said Cruz.
A different perspective
Although she is unable to do certain things like drive a car, Cruz is relatively independent when it comes to
getting around. After getting a ride to
campus from her sister, Cruz navigates around campus using a white
cane and landmarks such as walls,
water fountains and certain noises
such as air conditioning units to

Claudette Gonzalez/The Pan American

WHISTLING IN THE WIND - Gladie Cruz (left), Jesus Gonzalez and
Jessica Garza (right) listen to the sounds around them, ready to identify.

guide her.
In class, Cruz uses a Braille Light
mini laptop to take her own notes but
she also requests a notetaker from the
Office of Services for Persons with
Disabilities (OSPD) for things she
might miss, such as instructions written on a chalkboard or overhead projector.
Cruz’s notetaker also helps her
when it comes time for exams by reading the exam out loud for her.
“I believe the notetaker system
helps other students learn to interact
with students with disabilities such as
myself,” said Cruz.
Although she is grateful for services such as notetaking, Cruz believes
that the OSPD has room for improvement. According to Cruz, she’s had to
struggle for a long time with a Braille
printer that doesn’t always work properly.
“[OSPD] would tell me that the
Braille printer was working but every
time I went, it wouldn’t be working
correctly,” says Cruz. “I would always
be discouraged, thinking ‘What’s the
point in going if it probably won’t
work,” she added.
According to Cruz, another problem she encounters is that sometimes
when she needs to use the adapted
computer and the Braille printer, the
room is being used by another student

with a disability to take a test so she is
not able to access the printer.
“We’re very short on space,”
explains Esperanza Cavazos, associate
director of the Office of Services for
Persons with Disabilities.
“Like many other labs, we have a
scheduling system where students
have the choice of reserving the computer 24 hours in advance so that we
can make sure that they’re going to be
able to use it,” Cavazos said. “Or of
coming in on a walk in basis but they
may be asked to leave if someone has
reserved that particular computer or if
we’re using the room for testing,” said
Cavazos.
Despite the space constrictions,
Cavazos believes OSPD offers adequate facilities for students with disabilities.
“I believe that we provide reasonable options for the students,” said
Cavazos. “As long as they let us know
they’re coming, they can usually use
the room.”
Cody Colchado, a blind graduate
teaching assistant in the Health and
Kinesiology Department, agrees.
“You’ve got to realize that when
you’re blind, it takes a lot of dedication and commitment to get something
done but I’ve gotten a lot of support
from OSPD and I’ve never had problems with them,” says Colchado.

March 24, 2005
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SGA to
provide
financial
assistance
By ANGELA SALAZAR
The Pan American

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

BALANCING ACT— Adriana Garcia, criminal justice senior, takes a study break at the Edinburg Fire Station. Garcia has been a volunteer for the past
four months. She said she was attracted to the adrenaline and the adventure that being a volunteer firefighter offers.

Students fight fires in spare time
By NAYELLY BARRIOS
The Pan American
It’s 4 o’clock on a Friday morning. You’re
exhausted from the crazy night you’ve just been
through. You can still feel remains of adrenaline
rushing through your exhausted body, and all you
can think of is getting to bed as soon as possible.
No, you didn’t just get back from a wild party
with friends. You are a volunteer firefighter just
back from an emergency fire call.
The Edinburg Volunteer Fire Department has
been helping the community since 1926 and now
has over 70 volunteer firefighters, almost 20 career
firefighters, and three stations.
The usual age range for volunteers is 18-to-25,
but anybody interested can be a volunteer. But
Deputy Chief Ubaldo Perez said there is more to
being a firefighter than someone saying they are
interested. They also need to show desire and willingness.
“When people come in, I’ll ask them why they
wanted to come in and volunteer, and the majority
of them say because they wanted to serve their
community and they thought this was a good way,”
Perez said.
Two-hour weekly meetings keep the group
working together, explained Perez, and firefighters
will be trained at the station or in the training field.
Perez said the importance of the Monday night
meetings is pivotal.
“If you’re a student we ask you not to schedule
any classes on Monday night,” Perez said.
Applicants must get voted into the department
by the firefighters. They go through a 30-day probation period where they will be evaluated by the
other volunteers.
“It’s up to the individual to come in and dedicate their time and make sure the other volunteers
know that they’re here for the same reason,” Perez
said. “Because all in all we are all here for the same
reason, and that’s to protect lives and protect property as a team.”
While on probation, applicants must, among
other things, show motivation, a good attitude and
be both helpful and knowledgeable. According to
Perez, the department receives around five applicants monthly but only about two make it through
the probation period.

“Some of them think that they can just come in
and I’ll be like, ‘Hey, congratulations you’re a firefighter now.’ And that’s not the way it goes,” said
Perez. “I’m not the deciding factor. It’s the volunteer firefighters who decide who gets voted in and
who doesn’t.”
But it’s not just drive that needs to motivate a
potential volunteer, said Perez.
“The emotional part is being able to do something, we’re not going to give them a paycheck,
we’re just going to say, ‘because you put that fire
out those people still have their home or their life
to thank you for,’” he said. “To be able to do that is
difficult because in our days it’s about, ‘what’s in it
for me?’ That needs to be on the back burner.”
Firefighters respond to calls whenever they are
available. With the current number of volunteers,
there are always enough people at a fire emergency.
“They have to train in order to do their job.
When it comes time to do the firefighting, that is
their main duty,” Perez said. “Then to make sure all

“If you can go out late and
party all night and then go
to school the next day, then
this should be nothing.”
-Adriana Garcia,
Criminal justice senior
the equipment gets put back into service and gets
cleaned up, and to take care of any damaged items
when they get back from a fire.”
But the firefighters don’t benefit the city financially. They do this to protect life and property,
whose duties include everything from putting out
fires to maintaining the firehouse.
“They get to do everything,” said Perez. “This
department is theirs. Along with the paid personnel
that’s already here, they pretty much do everything.”
Even though it varies, the majority of
University of Texas-Pan American students who
volunteer are criminal justice majors. Others are
from nursing and kinesiology. There are also some

volunteers who are university employees.
Senior criminal justice major Adriana Garcia
has been a volunteer for the past four months. Part
of the attraction was the adventure and adrenaline
rush Garza knew she would get from such a position.
“I hadn’t done anything at all for myself or anyone else. I partied a lot, I never did anything for
anyone, so I thought it was time I do something,”
Garcia said.
Garcia explained how she was afraid at the
beginning. At training, the volunteers do live burns
in a controlled environment.
“We have to have our SCBA (self-contained
breathing apparatus),” Garcia said. “What keeps
me from being afraid is singing to myself.”
Garcia doesn’t worry about getting injured. She
said it happens to everyone, if not there, then somewhere else.
“It was on 107 and the smoke covered the
street. It was so thick that nobody could see past
what was in front of them,” Garcia said of her first
fire. “It was awesome. I liked it a lot.”
Often firefighters have to work late into the
night. Garcia for example, went to a fire call last
Wednesday, and did not arrive home until around 3
a.m. She had to report to work at eight the following morning.
“I recover. If you can go out late and party all
night and then go to school the next day, then this
should be nothing,” Garcia said.
Sophomore Adan Lopez, a computer information systems major, has been volunteering at the
department for about four months.
“I saw a video about it, and there was a lot of
teamwork. It wasn’t just about one person doing
whatever they wanted to do. It was all about teamwork, and that motivated me a lot,” Lopez said.
Even though at times things may get tough, the
camaraderie keeps Lopez going, and he explained
that his experience at the Edinburg Volunteer Fire
Department has made him appreciate his own life
a little more.
“There is always something to keep you there.
The people there are pretty cool. They motivate
you and help you out with whatever you need,”
Lopez said. “Whenever there is something difficult, you’re not really by yourself there is always
someone there to help you.”

Everyone at some point in his or
her life has tried some sort of fundraising idea. It could have been a
lemonade stand as an 8-year-old, or
even in an attempt to raise money for
an organization here on campus.
Regardless of the age or time when
people have tried to raise a little cash,
sometimes a little extra help is welcome.
The
Student
Government
Association (SGA), has opened its
door to student organizations on The
University of Texas-Pan American
campus that may need that extra
financial push in the right direction.
President of the SGA, Nathan
Schwarz, explained that for many
organizations, fund-raising is the
most difficult part of starting an
organization and keeping that organization afloat.
“We wanted to help out organizations,” said Schwarz.
The SGA is an officially recognized forum of student opinion,
which means they deal with issues
that directly affect students, taking
issues to the relevant university
office. Upper level members are
elected as senators and represent the
respective colleges around campus.
The money on offer from the
SGA can be used in a variety of ways,
depending on the organizations’
needs and request.
“We organized a personal Web
page contest,” said Maria Garza,
president of the Association for
Computing Machinery.
Garza also said the money from
SGA would be used as prize money
for the contest winners.
“It’s great. We need the support. A
lot of our organizations are not close
to the OSD [Organization of Student
Development],” she said.
“Having the senators there, they
know what’s going on.”
The application process takes one
to two weeks and all organizations
must be in good standing with the
Office of Student Development. Due
to the limited time left in the semester,
applying more than once is not
allowed. The amount of money
requested depends on the type of
organization, but it must be within
reason.
The
Student
Organization
Application for Funds can be found in
the SGA office on the third floor of
the University Center.
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Burning issue: The fight over Schiavo’s life
Almost a week after the removal of Terri Schiavo’s feeding tube, the
dispute between her parents, her husband, and the courts reaches a
crucial point, while time slowly runs out to save her life.
By EMMA CLARK
The Pan American
Terri Schiavo’s heart stopped beating
15 years ago. Reports say the 25-year-old
suffered from an eating disorder. Others
say Schiavo suffered from potassium deficiency which caused oxygen to stop following to her brain. Her parents, Mary and
Bob Schindler have fought continuously to make sure that Terri had
the best care and treatment
available, a fight any parent
would wage for their child.
Michael Schiavo, Terri’s
husband, believes that it is
time to simply let go. He
can’t simply divorce her. He
must kill her. Schiavo claims
Terri would not want to live
this way, in a hospice, needing
help with every move she
makes. The fact is however,
Terri is living by herself, and doctors agree. She is breathing without
medical intervention, yet she
requires a feeding tube to eat.
That tube was removed March 18,
meaning that somewhere in the land of
the free, home of the brave, an American is
now being starved to death, and the
American government is saying that’s
O.K.
The debate between Schiavo and the
Schindlers is essentially a he-said, shesaid game, with the husband and presumably the person Terri was closest to, on one
side claiming that Terri wanted to die if the
inevitable happened. The bottom line is
that if Terri had a living will, the case
would not have reached the magnitude it
has escalated to. For everyone, including
young adults not far from 25, maybe it’s
something to consider. What if it happened
to you?
The fight for Terri’s life is being
bounced back and forth from Republican
to Democrat and back again. Agreed, the
U.S. Congress has (or should have) bigger
issues on it’s plate than this. Rep. Debbie
Wasserman-Schultz, D-Fla., is quoted in
the New York Times this week as saying,
“This type of end-of-life, gut-wrenching
decision happens every day,” (although her
colleague, Rep. Robert Wexler claimed
that this was not an emotional issue, but
one of law).
True, but it’s not every day that the
president gets to sign off on that “gutwrenching decision.” How can the man
who can’t even pronounce NUCLEAR, be
involved in this type of highly emotional,
morally wrenching, complex decision?
The real question therefore, lies in asking what qualifies our government to
decide Terri’s fate? Once the government
starts deciding the people’s right to life, an
uncontrollable can of worms is opened.

Heavy issues like euthanasia and abortion
lie in the same category as this one. By
allowing Terri Schiavo to starve to death,
is like saying it’s O.K. to abort unborn
children, which fixes that problem.
Euthanasia is a done deal, as we can lethally inject those who don’t
have a

l i v i n g
will. The death
penalty? A nobrainer.
It’s a scary reality but as young people
taking charge of our future, a living will
needs to become a priority for us all, just
to be sure that our government does not
just decide to take charge of that future for
us. 25 and happily married: how many of
us are close to what was Terri’s dream?
Easily enough, tragedy could strike at any
time and our life as we know it would be
changed. And that’s really all it is.
Changed. She’s still living, she’s still
breathing. Therefore, she still has rights,
including the one to live.

By CLARISSA MARTINEZ
The Pan American
When it comes to emotional cases with multiple stakeholders, such as the Terri Schiavo situation, it is only a matter of time before a third
source steps in. However, by denying the rights

a guardian
has, the line
is blurred over
the power and connection a family member has
over another member’s well-being. There is a
certain amount of logic behind the reason given
as to why Schiavo should be removed from the
support system.
Because of the length of time her husband
and immediate family has fought over her life,
a clear decision has not been made. However,
when Schiavo married her husband, Michael,
she turned her life over to him. Whether the parents agree to his decision or not, the life Schiavo
has created with Michael should be respected in
its own legal right.
According to The Seattle PI, “People who

WHAT THE COUNTRY THINKS

52%

39%

agreed with the
judge’s decision
that left the feeding
tube unattached

said Schiavo’s
feeding tube
should be hooked
up again

source: USA TODAY/CNN/Gallup poll taken Tuesday

are passionate about maintaining Schiavo’s life
support have set up dozens of Internet sites, and
the authors of Web logs dedicated to law, religion, ethics and politics are dissecting every
aspect of the case.”
It seems everyone has an opinion about the
matter, but it has boiled down to being a case of
two sides of a heated topic arguing beliefs rather
than considering the best interest of the person
involved.
Several people are arguing that it is her own
right to make a choice whether to live or not.
Others are saying that there are points where
others should intervene. The most recent
twist was Wednesday afternoon when
Florida Gov. Jeb Bush announced his
attempt to claim custody for Schiavo in
court.
This is where the line should be
drawn.
Schiavo has now become a symbol of
the struggle over political/personal beliefs in
the country, a Red/Blue state fight again. What
family wants that, what family asks for that?
Every time that Schiavo’s husband has tried to
remove the feeding tube, politicians have interfered.
According to Jonathon Turkey from USA
Today, “in intervening in the case, Congress
yielded to perhaps the darkest temptation of any
democratic body.”
That latenight bill passed by Congress and
signed by President George W. Bush to reinstate the feeding tools was a misuse of powers
because it seemed to be sending the message
that the government can step in whenever an
unpopular decision is made by the courts.
Where’s the separation of powers? How about
a little check and balance in this case?
It’s logical to believe that the Schiavo case is
a personal one. There are few experiences as
intimate than a person living through sickness.
The decision to remove the feeding tube should
be left up to the guardian, not total strangers.
This particular case should not be treated as
a pivotal point in the right-to-life case because
it doesn’t seem like the country is ready to
decide that just yet. Nor is it fair to those
involved to add the burden of the case to the
family members’shoulders. The only thing they
probably want at the moment is what is best for
their own. It’s likely that the family is probably
using the media as a last attempt to keep their
daughter alive, but what precedent does that set
for future events? Will anyone who wants to
fight over the rights of their child be able to?
Will it reach the extreme where the family can
claim that they know what’s better for their
child?
True, doctors will argue that they have the
obligation to keep their patients alive until it is
apparent; that is what they do. But they cannot
impose on a guardian’s decision, regardless of
whether it corresponds to the professional opinion/recommendation. And the government
shouldn’t be able to do so either.
Of course, in the end, isn’t the true compassion knowing the best time to let go?
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Video games: The new caffeine?

Addiction to playing video games is becoming more frequent
By SELENE GARZA
The Pan American
Third in a four-part series
Addiction, as defined by the textbook
“Psychology in Action,” fifth edition, is “the result
of repeated drug use, leading to increased tolerance, and withdrawal symptoms, which thus
makes addiction self-perpetuating.”
But addiction is not reserved for drug use
only. The repetition of any action that causes a person to become absorbed in any activity is also considered an addiction. Whether it is the constant use
of drugs, or the need to sit before the glowing computer monitor or television set, while playing the
latest video game for hours; the fact of the matter
is that the two activities are addictions.
The light has recently shined upon the seriousness of video game addiction, which strikes
just about anyone, male or female, young or old, it
really doesn’t discriminate anyone.
Rehabilitation counseling graduate student
Gabriel Sanchez says that an addiction in general
starts off psychologically, by the person wanting to
meet a psychological need, or find comfort.
“With video gamers, they find their comfort
in the virtual world,” Sanchez said.
He also went on to say that any addiction prevents a person from performing duties in their
everyday life.
The symptoms range from physical to psychological. An article in the Harvard Gazette, by
William J. Cromie and Harvard pychologist Dr.
Maressa Hecht Orzack, explains that the addiction
hits just about anyone who finds virtual reality on
television screens or computer monitors more
appealing than everyday reality.
The physical symptoms, as Dr. Orzack listed,
are: carpal tunnel syndrome, dry eyes, migraine
headaches, backaches, eating irregularities, failure
to attend to personal hygiene and sleep disturbance.
Romulus Guerrero of Rio Grande City, now
serving for the United States Navy, said that his
work in the Navy allows him very little time to
rest, with 12- to 14-hour workdays, and he goes in
for a 24-hour shift at least once very four days.
Regardless of all that work, Guerrero wakes up in
the middle of the night to play his favorite game,
“World of Warcraft.”
“I wasn’t addicted to any video games, I was

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American
INSOMNIACS’ TOY - David Davila, English major at STC, and friend Eddie Garza (in hat) sit in front
of the illuminated screen playing video games into the late hours of the night. Gamers can get consumed
in a game the way a poker player or movie watcher does, and that behavior is often considered addictive.

more addicted to buying the games,” Guerrero
said. “With ‘World of Warcraft’ I am somehow
drawn to playing it. It is just a real entertaining
game.”
Though he does not admit to being addicted,
he does admit that he will go without eating for an
entire day because he is either working or relaxing
in front of his PC to play his game.
“I just forget to eat because I will be into
playing the game, and completing the missions,”
Guerrero said.
The psychological symptoms manifest themselves in neglect as Orzack explains. She also listed that the following as other psychological symptoms to look out for: a sense of euphoria is felt
once the addict is at the computer or game system,
an inability to stop playing the game, craving for
more game time, neglecting family and friends,
feelings of emptiness, irritability and depression
when not playing the game.
“I remember when ‘Halo 2’ came out, me
and my friends were playing non-stop,” said Sean
Pelfrey, STC biology and chemistry graduate.
“My girlfriend was upset at me for about a week

because I wouldn’t call or answer her calls,”
Pelfrey said. “But I was just trying to complete the
game levels.”
He added that the game is real addicting for
him and several of his other friends.
Orzack reaches out to thousands of video
game addicts through her Web site, computeraddiction.com, which comes complete with a list of
symptoms, articles, forums and ways of resolving
the problem. In the article for the Harvard Gazette,
Orzack said that an addict’s best bet to recovery
would be moderation. She explains that the addict
has to pull away from the game slowly, moderate
their time spent playing the game until there isn’t
such a conflict between playing the game and
basic everyday activities, such as school, work,
family and friends.
“I remember when we first got the Internet,
especially the cable modem, I couldn’t stop playing my games online,” said Joshua Garza, a student at Anchor Bible Institute. “I would stay up
until around 5 a.m. playing, and then I had to work
at 9 a.m. I would come home early [from work] ‘to
sleep,’ but instead I would play more of my

game.”
Garza said that he slowly got rid of his addiction when he began to schedule certain hours for
game play.
“Now I only play when I’m not busy with
school,” he said. “I also don’t play much during
the week, at least not late at night.”
Now, he turns off the computer monitor early
on weeknights to give him time for rest and work.
He admits that limiting his game time was difficult, but that moderation worked. Garza said that
he still feels drawn to the computer, and on weekends he will play into the early morning hours.
Orzack explained that the treatment for a
gamer is “tricky,” and may require up to a year to
deal with the habit. There are several online help
resources that one can visit for additional help:
MAVAV.org, computeraddiction.com, selfpsychologist.com. If the problem is severe, a visit to a
local therapist might help with the addiction.
Miguel S. Lopez, coordinator of the alcohol
and drug abuse program on campus, agrees that a
video game addict can moderate game time.
“But they can be in a situation where they
often lose control,” Lopez said. “They have limited skills, and they find it difficult to communicate
with the world outside their video games.”
Though playing video games can be addictive, it can also play a positive role in a person’s
life.
Lopez said that playing video games can
keep children off the street, but he also explained
that that they still are losing that human-to-human
contact that is necessary in human development.
“Gamers replace their interaction with the
virtual world,” Lopez said. “They hang out with
other ‘gamers,’ but outside that realm they won’t
know how to react.”
Video games, like other forms of entertainment when not moderated, are obviously not just
fun and games anymore, but can lead to problems
that contribute to failure in several areas in the real
world. In several articles, Orzack has written about
marriages that had been broken by this addiction,
young adults who were once 4.0 students dropping their GPA’s to as low as a 1.3, all because of
the overpowering appeal of the virtual world. She
mentioned in her interview for the Harvard
Gazette that sometimes a person might need to
both moderate game play and speak to a professional.

AROUND TOWN
Film
March 25-31 at 7:15 p.m. with an additional 4:15 p.m. show Saturday and
Sunday
Place: Cine El Rey in McAllen
Event: The theater will be showing “A
Very Long Engagement.”
Phone: (956) 971-9829

Concert
March 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Place: Dodge Arena in Hidalgo
Event: Grammy award-winning rapper
Nelly in concert as a part of The Sweat
Suit Store.
Phone: (956) 843-6688
Price: Tickets are $80, $65, $50 or $40.

Art
March 25 from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Place: Art Awakenings 619 S.
Broadway in McAllen
Event: South Texas College presents
an art exhibit featuring students’ work.
Phone: (956)668-1366
Price: Free

Concert
March 27
Place: La Villa Real Special Events
Center in McAllen
Event: The Greatest “Hit” Makers featuring Rico J. Puno, Hajj Alejandro, Rey
Valera, Marco Sison and Nonoy Zuniga.
Phone: (956) 687-7121
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Hollywood Scores

Story by

Omaira Galarza
“Robots” is the “Ocean’s 11” of
computer-generated animation films.
The cast is made up of a plethora of
award-winning actors, and they are
just one link of the chain that is holding this film above all other CG films
to date.
This heart-warming, wholesome
film tells us the story of Rodney
Copperbottom (Ewan McGregor)
making the move to Robot City to fulfill his childhood dream of becoming
an inventor. He wants to emulate
Bigweld (Mel Brooks), the Martha
Stewart of inventors in their world—
before her run-in with the law that is.
Bigweld’s motto: “You can shine
no matter what you’re made of,” is
just one in a string of cavity-inviting,
sweet, moral phrases that litter the
script. But, instead of being tummyache sweet, the messages often
relate to a larger issue in society.
Ratchet (Greg Kinnear) and his
manipulative mother, Madame
Gasket (Jim Broadbent) are the
villainous robots who want to
obliterate all outmoded robots
by discontinuing their parts,
forcing all robots to upgrade
or be torn apart and used to
make other products such as
paper clips. This dilemma is a
mirror image of our society’s
current obsession with
upgrading our own parts—
noses, chins, stomachs

and chest—through plastic surgery.
Screenwriters Lowell Ganz and
Babaloo Mandel (“Splash,” “Mr.
Saturday Night”) are not foreign to
the idea of integrating social issues
into a comedic film. When Reality TV
was merely at the level of a balloon
animal at the circus, instead of inflated to the capacity of the Goodyear
Blimp, Ganz and Mandel wrote “EDTV,” which addressed the concern of
televising a person’s life 24 hours-aday, and the effect that can have on
their personal relationships.
The comedy script duo also
wrote “A League of their Own” and
“City Slickers,” which both circle
around ideas that are also evident in
“Robots” such as the
bond between family
members
and
being able to
count on one
another.

poster courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox

Although these themes have
been used in countless films,
“Robots” does it without squeaking
obnoxiously like a bot who’s overdue
for an oil change, making it a loveable tale in a new and exciting world.
William Joyce, author and illustrator of several popular children’s
books such as “Rollie Pollie Olie,”
worked with director Chris Wedge on
Twentieth Century Fox Animation’s
previous hit CG film, “Ice Age.”
When he teamed up with Wedge
again, to work on “Robots” he was
able to fulfill a lifelong dream of
designing an entire world that had
only been alive in his imagination.
The world may be new, but there
were several references to various
past eras. One of the first, and most
notorious, robot-like characters to
appear in a family film made a
cameo. The Tin Man appeared in a
mob of outmoded robots searching
for missing parts, and as film history
would have it, he was desperately
searching for a heart.
When Copperbottom
arrives in Robot City,
he
befriends
Fender
(Robin
Williams), a quirky
robot whose parts
are
constantly
falling
off.
Fender also
partakes in
an homage to
film classics
by belting out
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“Singin’ in the Oil.” The take on the
memorable scene from “Singin’ in
the Rain” with Gene Kelly tap dancing as he dreamily sang the timeless
words definitely has a different ring
to it when Williams (“One Hour
Photo,” “Patch Adams”) croons the
tune. Williams’ Julliard background
was not the only skeleton from his
past that worked to his advantage.
He made the transition from skin to
tin smoothly because he played a
robot in 1999’s “Bicentennial Man.”
References to familiar icons
were not exclusive to classics. There
was an elaborate and surprisingly
hilarious scene where Fender impersonates the pop princess Britney
Spears in a sexy dance sequence.
For a robot, he performed with
shocking grace and suppleness.
A movie that can make a hackneyed subject like Britney Spears
interesting for more than 30 seconds
is undoubtedly topnotch.
“Robots” is a
family film that
caters to every generation.
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... & Bores
Story by

Jason Chapa

O

ften sequels, prequels or followups of any
movie, of any genre, have a trying task in living up to the
original. For the past couple of years, with every sequel
like “Spider-Man 2” or “X-Men 2,” we are given movies
like “Exorcist: The Beginning” or “Anacondas” – movies
that try hard to breathe fresh air into a sagging franchise
and drag down any previous films with lingering thoughts
of what could have been.

What’s worse, often they will inspire
a slew of imitators trying to recapture the
magic of the enlightening innovator.
These films (“Dragonfly,” “The Grudge”
and “The Village” to name a few) try
their hardest to pass as new and original
works of art while at the same time bragging that they may have “the best surprise since ‘The Sixth Sense,’” or other
boisterous claims from critics who are
too kind in their critiques (who may be
giving us fair warning, if they’re smart
enough).
American cinema has become littered with such uninspired tripe that it is
getting harder to enjoy films that don’t
resort to sophomoric humor, superfluous
special effects, or plot twists that make
the movie come together (or fall apart)
after the climax.
“The Ring Two” is a sequel that falls
in the middle of what it tries to be and
what it should have been, achieving little
that the original did. It’s a film that
attempts to be better than “that film” by
trying to do everything on a grander
scale. The budget is obviously more generous than the previous film. There’s
more murder, more shock and more
Samara (portrayed by Kelly Stables,
rather than Daveigh Chase, this time
around, but just as scary-looking), the
cute little demon who made us reluctant
to watch any unmarked videotapes.
Gore Verbinski is not at the helm this
time around, no doubt giving his touch of
gold to the next few “Pirates of the
Caribbean” movies. However, the man
responsible for the Japanese films that
inspired their American versions, Hideo
Nakata, takes charge of the franchise this
time around. The stage is set for another
mind-numbing chapter in the lives of the
Rachel and Aidan Keller, the hapless
mother and son duo portrayed by Naomi
Watts and David Dorfman.
Honestly, young Dorfman hasn’t
looked or acted this freaky since his turn
as the little boy who helped Jessica Biel

escape Leatherface in the “Texas
Chainsaw Massacre” rehash. Yes, it is the
same person. In “Ring Two” everything
seems ready and able to deliver a wonderfully terrifying experience, if not a
masterpiece of modern horror.
What we get, sadly, is more of a
commentary of what Nakata must think
we, the American audience, want in a
horror film. And what we want isn’t that
original or thought-provoking, apparently.
Every time a victim of Samara is
shown on screen, which is too frequently, we are reminded more of scenes from
“Scary Movie 3” than the final, frightening revelation of the original. When
Samara slowly creeps from the television, mirror or camera to an unfortunate
victim of plot device, it’s boring. We had
to wait until the end of the first installment to see her face. Now we see too
much, too often, too soon. Every mistake
that Rachel makes throughout the film
(and there are many) gives no precedence to the mythos or experiences of the
first.
Any character that is dispensable
meets their end. And the movie can be
summed up in a catch phrase that, while
explicit enough to not be reprinted here,
will be mocked by parodies that will
have more impact on the audience than
this sequel ever will.
These scenes and situations are not
so much sad or laughably bad as they are
just there for your amusement, brought to
you by Nakata, DreamWorks and Apple
Computers in the form of an iPod that is
used regularly by the ‘journalist’ Rachel
– Samara is no doubt a PC user.
For those who must see everything
that can be labeled “Horror,” no matter
how remotely, “The Ring 2” delivers a
sufficient amount of substance compared
to many other recent “horror films.” It
does run circles around any number of
them, but it pales in comparison to any of
the originals.

If you liked “The Ring 2,”
you might also like:

“THE AMITYVILLE HORROR”

“THE GRUDGE”

ORIGINAL “THE RING”

ORIGINAL “THE RING 2”

“SHADOW OF THE VAMPIRE”

“EXORCIST: THE BEGINNING”
All posters courtesy of google.com
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Text message revolution
As cell phone messaging continues to grow in popularity,
computer instant message programs could become obsolete
By GUSTAVO RAMIREZ
The Pan American
C U L8R (see you later), LOL
(laughing out loud) and IYKWIM
(if you know what I mean) are just
some examples of this generation’s
Internet lingo that are popping up
more frequently on another modern
day staple; cell phones.
These are just some examples
of the 289 different abbreviations
used commonly by text messengers,
according
to
SMSglossary.com. That is not taking the 92 different emoticons into
account. As you can see, a new language has taken shape over the last
five years with the rapidly growing
numbers of teens, particularly students, who spend their time instant
messaging each other over the
Internet.
Text messaging is becoming a
more common way to communicate, especially with students,
because it is fast and quiet.

“I use it mostly when I’m
somewhere I shouldn’t be talking
out loud,” said Justin Wright, a
sophomore psychology major at
STC. “I don’t go overboard though,
because I know people who have
racked up huge bills by doing it.”
Sending a text message usually costs between 5-to-10 cents
while receiving one ranges from 2to-10 cents. It sounds pretty cheap
when compared to the average 40
cents per minute cost of actually
talking on a cell phone, but backand-forth messaging can add up in
a hurry, literally, dime-by-dime.
According to the Short Message
Service (SMS) Glossary Web site,
www.SMSglossary.com,
most
phones are limited to about 150
characters per message. Even with
the abbreviated lingo, that space
gets filled up quickly.
“My brother racked up a bill
over $250 one time,” said Divi
Alaniz, freshman biology major at
The University of Texas-Pan

American. “He learned his lesson
after that.”
Cellular providers offer a way
to avoid this problem: consumers
can sign up for a text message
package offered by some mobile
services. Cingular Wireless and TMobile have packages ranging
from an additional $2.99 to $19.99
per month for 50 to 2,500 messages. Another option is pay-asyou-go cell phone services such as
Boost Mobile or Virgin Mobile,
both of which offer a flat rate of 10
cents per message and no charge to
receive.
Communicating
through
instant messages on the computer
gained a lot of popularity during
the height of the America Online
Era, and now free services like
AOL Instant Messenger, Yahoo
Messenger, Microsoft Network
Messenger and others are more
economical. But some senders are
making the switch to text messaging based on convenience.

Hector Lopez, UTPA sophomore, said that he’s found he chats
online a lot less since he started
using text messages, and prefers
this method of chatting.
“You can do it from anywhere,” Lopez said. “I can be driving and if I think something’s
funny I can send it to someone.”
Even with the growing popularity of text messaging, it hasn’t
seemed to have any negative
impact on campus, primarily concerning the ability of students to
share information in a discreet
manner.
Lopez said that he sends text
messages in class as a “boredom
saver.”
“I am unaware of anyone text
messaging during my class,” said
Donna Pazdera, communication
lecturer. “While I don’t have any
specific rules in my syllabus, I will
bust on people if I see them playing
around like that – especially during
an exam.”

Despite the possibility for misuse - such as sharing answers during a test via text message - one
thing is for sure; the feature isn’t
going anyway. A recent report on
CBS’ “The Early Show” says more
than 2.5 billion text messages are
sent each month, most by teens and
young adults. The fad is likely to
grow beyond this generation and
into the next.

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American
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continued from page 3

trafficking,” Lopez said. “So that means you
get a more of a variety of drugs that are less
expensive and of a higher purity rate then anywhere else.”
Lopez also explained how methamphetamines are popular in big cities because
cocaine is more expensive and not as pure,
and meth is more economical and readily
available.
“The Valley tends to be a kind of Wal-Mart
when it comes to illegal drugs,” Lopez said.
“Not only is it more plentiful but they are of
good quality and cheap.”
Lopez also explained that many times people begin using drugs to cope with hardships.
“A lot of times people are abused either
emotionally or physically and they are trying
to find a way to cope with it,” Lopez said.
“And many times people turn to drugs. With
methamphetamines, unfortunately; it makes
people feel better and like they are going 100
mph and can get a thousand things done.”
Paul, a UTPA student, disclosed that he had
been addicted to cocaine for three months, but
was never tempted to try crystal meth.
“I’ve been around it, but never tried it
because I have seen how it is made,” Paul
said. “And I don’t trust someone who is more
messed up then I am to make any drug out of
their bathroom.”
With crystal meth, the high can last anywhere from four to 20 hours, while the effects
of cocaine use can only last around 45 minutes.
“Some people use it [crystal meth] to lose
weight, others like to stay up and drink all
night,” Sarah of PDAP said.
Lopez also explained that some students
use it to stay up all night studying.
“Many still believe that drugs enhance the
brain,” Lopez said. “That’s not true, that is
one of the reasons why some get into metham-

phetamines because they feel like they can do
more, be more creative and have more energy.”
According to the NIDA some common
signs of methamphetamine use include agitation, excited speech, decreased appetite,
increased physical activity, dilated pupils,
nausea and vomiting. There are also occasional episodes of sudden and violent behavior,
intense paranoia, visual and auditory hallucinations, and bouts of insomnia. Meanwhile,
other users experience a tendency to compulsively clean and groom and repetitively disassemble and sort objects.
Methamphetamine actually alters the
brain’s chemistry and builds a tolerance which
leads to addiction.
“Once addiction happens it gets harder to
stop,” Lopez said. “The best way to stop is
though a residential treatment facility and
counseling because many times temptations
are still around.”
In a residential treatment facility, the individual is detoxified, which means that they get
the drug out of the individual system to get rid
of the cravings. Doctors also will often prescribe anti-depressants and medication to
allow the patient to sleep, said Lopez.
Although Paul was able to end his addiction with cocaine, many of his friends have
not been able to.
“I was able to stop because I looked physically sick, and I was tired of the way my body
felt,” Paul said. “But I know a lot of people
who still do crack, and crystal meth and I see
how their lives are just completely trashed.”
Sarah also recommends getting help and
counseling for those who are addicted to any
kind of drug.
“Realize you have a problem and do something about it.” Sarah said. “It only works if
you accept that you have a problem.”

Joey Cortez/The Pan American

BOOK HUNT- Javier Moreno, psychology senior, sorts through books during the History
Club’s book sale on Tuesday. Books were donated by various departments on campus
as well as the University Bookstore.

TUITION

continued from page 1

sticker price of $3,842 a semester.
Therefore, while the 10-percent rise is
markedly higher than that of other schools,
the number can be deceptive without considering UTPA’s low starting point.
In the Fall 2004 semester, UTPA began
charging a flat fee at 14 hours for what is
called “Designated Tuition and Mandatory
Fees.” Charges are capped at 14 hours to
encourage students to schedule bigger
course-loads and hopefully finish school
sooner. To further encourage a more efficient college career, disincentives for enrollment in the same class more than once will
be implemented in what is called the Threepeat Fee.
According to McMillan, these changes,

CIA

including rising tuition, are intended to
address technology and faculty needs.
“Dr. Cardenas has instructed our technology people to continue to enhance the
quality of our instructional environment
here by transforming our classrooms with
what is called smart classroom technology.
She’s committed to keeping us on the cutting edge,” said McMillan. “We have also
hired a large number of new faculty members to accommodate the institution’s
growth this year.”
It is not clear yet what the ramifications
for these tuition changes will be in a school
where at least 70 percent of the students are
on financial aid. There are currently close to
17,000 students enrolled.

continued from page 1

prospect which most are thrilled about. The
team of UTPA students chosen to participate
formed MERKA Marketing, and was given
a $2,500 budget for the project.
“I think it is good because we’re doing
a project that really counts and at the same
time we’re learning what marketing agencies go through in real life. It’s awesome,”
said Alfredo Garza, a senior marketing
major.
The idea is that students recruit students
for the CIA. The test, said marketing senior

Marco Garza, will be the upcoming event
March 29. This will determine whether the
CIA decides to use the MERKA’s marketing
campaign.
“The CIA is interested in how to market
to different ethnic groups. I think that we
could give the CIA different strategies to target these ethnic groups,” said Flores. “I
don’t think they chose us just because we are
Hispanic but considering that we live in this
area we can market to more than the Anglo
population.”
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FOR THE RECORD
UTPA SPORTS
Track & Field
ANGELA PROCTOR INVIT.
MAR. 19
MEN
WEIGHT

Basketball honors announced
Six UTPA players gain postseason accolades
Though the NCAA Tourney whittles the men’s field down to the Final
Four this weekend, the basketball season is over for the Broncs. But there
was cause for celebration this week, as three players were awarded
postseason honors.
Senior guard Sergio Sanchez, the team’s leading scorer despite an
injury-riddled season, was named to the All-Independent second team,
while teammates Chris Fagan and Eric Montalvo, also seniors, were
honorable mention.
As for the Lady Broncs, who set a record for wins this season (14), there
were also three players on the honor squad. Tynesha Pierce and
Dominique Montague made the All-Newcomer team, and Pierce was also
an honorable mention All-Indie pick. They will both be back on 2005-2006.
Senior Molly Schamel completed her career in Edinburg as an honorable
mention All-Indie selection.

Bronc named Newcomer of the Week
Smith honored for his great performance

THROW:

1, Isaac Ybarra, UTPA,

213-01. 2, J.C. Crosby, UTPA, 165-03. 3,
Jake Barnes, ASU, 156-02. 4, Andrew
Roemisch, ASU, 150-07. 5, Chad Schaertl,
ASU, 138-09.
SHOT PUT: 1, Ben Lyons, ASU, 53-02.75. 2,
Isaac Ybarra, UTPA, 53-01.50. 3, J.C.
Crosby, UTPA, 51-11.00. 4, Marc Evans,
Unattached, 50-10.00. 5, Micheal Brown,
Unattached, 46-04.00.
DISCUS THROW: 1, Marc Evans, Unattached,
166-06. 2, Isaac Ybarra, UTPA, 166-04. 3,
Andrew Roemisch, ASU, 157-01. 4, J.C.
Crosby, UTPA, 145-10. 5, Chad Schaertl,
ASU, 140-07.
POLE

VAULT:

1, Jeff Martzall, UTPA, 16-

01.25. 2, Paul Turner, ASU, 15-07.00. 3,
Sal Gonzales, UTPA, 15-01.00. 4, Travis
White, TAMC, 7-00.25.
JUMP:

HIGH

1, Will Littleton, ASU, 7-00.50.

2, Marlin Manley, UTPA, 6-10.75. 3, Lalo
Flores, TAMC, 6-03.50. 3, Jesse Baldwin,

Freshman Zach Smith was named the Newcomer of the Week among
NCAA I Independent players on Tuesday. Smith had an outstanding
performance against Oral Roberts University, as he batted .750 in a threegame series.
He also collected three hits in four appearances at the plate, knocking
two home runs, four RBI and finishing it off with a 2.250 slugging
percentage.
One of the two home runs came in the ninth inning as he pinch hit. The
second one was a three-run homer on Saturday. He recorded 13 putouts
for the Broncs defensively at first base.

ASU, 6-03.50. 3, Justin Boyd, ASU, 603.50. 6, Travis White, TAMC, 5-00.25.
METER DASH:

400

48.77. 2, Josh Davis, ASU, 48.88. 3, Chris
Knappe, ASU, 50.90. 4, David Sanchez,
UTPA, 51.18. 5, Travis White, TAMC,
51.28.
800

METER RUN:

U.S. soccer team prepares for tough Mexican team
The United States soccer team has been waiting over a month since its
last qualifying game for this weekend’s World Cup qualifier game against
Mexico. The U.S. is 1-0 in qualifying matches, winning their first over
Trinidad & Tobago, 2-1.
They have spent the past month competing in friendly exhibition games
against Costa Rica and Honduras, easily handling the two. They are 3-0
since the start of the year, and are undefeated in 31 games against teams
in soccer’s North and Central American and Caribbean region since a loss
to Costa Rica in 2001. But, they currently have a 0-21-1 record against
their neighbors to the south.
This past week the team has been training in Colorado Springs, joined
by their Europe-based players. The location of training is intended to help
the team cope with the high elevation that they will endure against Mexico
this Sunday. Albuquerque’s elevation is approximately 5,300 feet, which is
near the elevation of Azteca Stadium in Mexico City, at 7,300 feet.

Return of a champ
Chavez comes out of retirement

1, David Trevino, UTPA,

1:55.39. 2, Mark Morales, TAMC, 1:57.15.
3, Aaron Castro, UTPA, 1:57.37. 4, Greg
Freeman,

U.S. and Mexico set for this weekend

Able Obregon, TAMC,

TAMC,

1:58.07.

5,

Beto

Alvaredo, UTPA, 1:58.73. 6, Marcus
Dunn, ASU, 2:01.39.
1500

METER RUN:

1, Shadrack Songock,

TAMC, 3:54.53. 2, Dustin Hafernick, ASU,
3:58.66. 3, Luis Nava, UTPA, 4:04.67. 4,
Trent Joseph, ASU, 4:04.90. 5, Luis Garcia,
TAMC, 4:13.42. 9, David Ramirez, UTPA,
4:21.35. 12, Americo Ortiz, UTPA,
4:26.31. 13, Eder Ramos, UTPA, 4:37.08.
14, Freddy Oveido, UTPA, 5:05.62.
3000

METER RUN:

1, J.R. Puliodo, TAMC,

8:57.42. 2, Hector Gandara, UTPA,
8:59.36. 3, David Trevino, UTPA, 9:07.55.
5, Enrique Garza, TAMC, 9:21.98. 6, Aaron
Castro, UTPA, 9:22.00. 8, David Ramirez,
UTPA, 9:39.97. 10, Ben Eubanks, ASU,
9:53.17. 11, Americo Ortiz, UTPA,
10:13.66.

12,

Eder

Ramos,

UTPA,

10:24.42.
THROW:

1, Rachel Reida, UTPA,

135-06. 2, Culley Dawson, ASU, 116-06. 3,

Former super lightweight champion Julio Cesar Chavez (106-5-2, 88
KO) is set to return to the ring to take on Ivan Robinson (39-2, 12 KO). The
taste of one last paycheck has lured the 42-year-old Chavez out of
retirement.
The 10-round fight is set to take place May 28 at the Staples Center in
Los Angeles. The bout is already named the Mexican’s “Adios’ to Los
Angeles. This fight is said to be the Mexican’s last.
In Chavez’s last fight, which was also said to be his last, he won a 12round unanimous decision over Frankie Randall almost a year ago in
Mexico City.
Robinson, the fighter who Chavez will go head to head with, has had his
hot fights. He has beaten the current WBC super lightweight champion,
Arturo Gatti, twice.

Ashley Burnett, ASU, 106-03. Cassie
Keller, TAMC, 104-03. 5, Kathyn Bradham,
TAMC, 81-08.
WEIGHT

THROW:

6, 6-2.
Porter (UTPA) def. Castillo (LCC) 6-4, 6-

Megan Machado, UTPA, 142-07. 4,

2.

Itranette Lee, ASU, 124-08. 5, Ashley

Steil (UTPA) def. Ollivier(LCC) 6-1, 6-0.

Burnett, ASU, 116-08.

Esmail (UTPA) def. Oladarieta (LCC) 2-6,

TRIPLE JUMP: 1, Andrea Morrow, TAMC, 38-

6-3, 6-3.

00.00. 2, Lily Cavazos, UTPA, 37-04.00.
3, Mellenesia Gentry, Unattached, 36-

DOUBLES:

03.00. 4, Victoria Salinas, UTPA, 36-

Salvo/Esmail (UTPA) def. Estrella/Castillo

00.00. 5, Claudia Lopez, UTPA, 35-05.00.

(LCC) 8-4.

JUMP:

LONG

18-02.50. 2, Andrea Morrow, TAMC, 17-

1, Amy Moses, UTPA,

Machado, UTPA, 123-03. 5, Culley
Dawson, ASU, 113-04.
1, Amanda Ferris, UTPA, 43-

02.50. 2, Itranette Lee, ASU, 40-00.75. 3,
Culley Dawson, ASU, 39-03.25. 4, Ashley
Burnett,

ASU,

36-07.75.

Machado, UTPA, 34-02.25.

(LCC) 9-7.
WOMEN

15-11.75. 4, Cassis Keller, TAMC, 15-

SINGLES:

11.00.

Martinez (LCC) def. Buksik (UTPA) 6-1,

4X100

METER RELAY:

1, UTPA, 49.34. 2,

6-1.

TAMC, 49.83.

Gol (LCC) def. Barto (UTPA) 6-2, 6-3.

100 METER DASH: 1, Deon Marquis, UTPA,

Roberts (LCC) def. Pena (UTPA) 6-1, 2-

12.14. 2, Adriana Hebert, UTPA, 12.38. 3,

0, retired.

Laurie Cruz, UTPA, 12.75. 4, Jessica

Sloan (UTPA) def. Palacios (LCC) 6-0, 6-

Kinney, ASU, 12.93. 5, Kim Matthews,

0.

TAMC, 13.01. 6, Cassie Keller, TAMC,

Saenz (UTPA0 def. Benavidez (LCC) 8-6,

13.10. 7, Myrla Feria, UTPA, 13.43.

7-5.

100

METER HURDLES:

1, Brittnai Hilton,

UTPA, 14.58. 2, Samantha Spaulding,

Lopez (UTPA) def. Jackson (LCC) 4-6, 64, 6-4.

TAMC, 14.59. 3, Andrea Morrow, TAMC,
15.42. 4, Casey Herman, ASU, 16.63.
200

METER DASH:

1, Rowena Hamlet,

DOUBLES:
Barto/Buksik (UTPA) def. Gol/Roberts

UTPA, 24.75. 2, Adriana Hebert, UTPA,

(LCC) 8-4.

25.55. 3, Deon Marquis, UTPA, 25.74. 4,

Pena/Sloan (UTPA) def.

Kim Matthews, TAMC, 26.80. 5, Jessica

Palacios/Martinez (LCC) 8-5.

Kinney, ASU, 27.11. 6, Cassie Keller,

Lopez/Saenz (UTPA) def.

TAMC, 27.47. 7, Myrla Feria, UTPA,

Benavidez/Jackson (LCC) 8-5.

27.86.
400

METER DASH:

Baseball

1, Rowena Hamlet,

UTPA, 57.44. 2, Erin Simpson, ASU, 58.05.
3, Ashlee Taylor, ASU, 58.24. 4, Ashlon
Martin, UTPA, 59.97. 5, Krystle Clement,

MAR. 22
UTPA 5, TEXAS A&M-CC 4
UTPA

TAMC, 1:02.07. 6, Claudia Lopez, UTPA,

BATTING

1:02.95.
800

METER RUN:

1, Jacinta McMahon,

AB R H BB RBI AVG.

UTPA, 2:19.54. 2, Nicole Silvas, TAMC,

Alamia

3

2 2

2

0

.666

2:26.51.

Flowers

5

2 2 0

0

.400

2:26.97. 4, Karla West, TAMC, 2:28.00. 5,

Jones

1

0 0

2

0

.000

Megan McGuire, UTPA, 2:30.46. 6, Kali

Smith

3

1 0

1

0

.000

Daniel, ASU, 2:31.23. 7, Lizet Garcia,

Rodriguez, M.

3

0 2

1

3

.666

UTPA, 2:31.64. 8, Angela Billups, UTPA,

Eichel

4

0 1

0

1

.250

2:40.42.

Mackie

3

0 0 1

0

.000

3, Alamar

TAMC,

Megan Delgado, ASU,

Broyles

4

0 0

0

0

.000

Padron

3

0 1

1

0

.333

4:52.99. 3, Nicole Silvas, TAMC, 4:58.62. 4,

Total

29 5 8

8

4

.250

1500

METER RUN:

Cavada,

4:49.34. 2, Sharon Toroitich, Unattached,
Karla Hernandez, UTPA, 4:59.78. 5,

PITCHING
IP H R ER SO AB

Rebecca Graupman, ASU, 5:01.58. 8,
Lorraine Garcia, UTPA, 5:20.48.

Guerra (W)

7.0 10 4

2

4

1500 METER RUN: 1, Alamar Cavada, TAMC,

Rodriguez, M.

1.2 1

0

0

1

6

10:55.71. 2, Bertha Castillo, UTPA,

Linder

0.1 0

0

0

0

1

5,

Megan

31

11:02.30. 3, Sharon Toroitich, Unattached,
11:05.25.

5,

Mary

11:13.82.

7,

Crystal

Shelton,

TAMC,

TAMUCC

Larue,

TAMC,

BATTING
AB R H BB RBI AVG.

UTPA,

Landin

5

1 3

0

0

.600

11:25.07. 10, Karla Hernandez, UTPA,

Buaas

4

0 1

0

0

.250

11:34.45.

Carter

4

2 1

1

0

.250

Graham

5

0 1

0

1

.200

UTPA ‘B’, 4:04.53. 3, TAMC, 4:07.11. 4,

Galloway

4

1 3

0

0

.750

UTPA ‘A’, 4:16.92.

Plumaj

4

0 1

0

1

.250

Vasquez

4

0 0

0

1

.000

Williams

4

0 1

0

0

.250

Sedillo

4

0 0

0

0

.000

38 4 11

1

3

.280

11:20.94.

4X400

9,

Ashley

METER RELAY:

196-09. 2, Itranette Lee, ASU, 157-08. 3,

PUT:

Bianco/Steil (UTPA) def. Gonzalez/Ollivier

04.75. 3, Mellenesia Gentry, Unattached,

Perez,

1, ASU, 3:53.11. 2,

Tennis

Amanda Ferris, UTPA, 150-01. 4, Megan

SHOT

1, Vicotoria Salinas, UTPA,

11:17.43. 8, Lorraine Garcia, UTPA,

WOMEN
JAVELIN

DISCUS THROW: 1, Stephanie Perez, UTPA,
148-04. 2, Culley Dawson, ASU, 147-00. 3,

LAREDO COMM. COLLEGE
MAR. 22

Total

PITCHING

MEN

IP H R ER SO AB

SINGLES:

Hatfield

3.0

2 2

2

0

9

Gonzalez (LCC) def. Salvo (UTPA) 6-4,

Mitchell (L)

2.0

4 3

2

1

10

6-4.

Burdine

3.0

2 0

0

1

10

Estrella (LCC) def. Bianco (UTPA) 7-6, 2-
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Stanford invite next Bronc meet
By JOEY GOMEZ
The Pan American
With the annual home meet now
in the books, the midpoint of the
track and field season finds familiar
faces breaking school records and
advancing to the upper ranks of the
sport.
The men’s and women’s team
head to Palo Alto, CA., for the
Stanford Invitational today and will
compete in Austin Friday-Saturday
at the Texas Invitational. The athletes go on the road knowing that
they have re-written the record
books frequently in recent action.
UTPA All-American, Isaac
Ybarra, is bound to hold program
records for some time. He holds
first place records in outdoor
events; discus (166.04), hammer
throw (213-01), and indoor shotput
(51-0.75).
Besides the weight
throwing champ, there are several
other track athletes making their
way into the record books.
Members on the men’s squad
have amassed 14 first-place finishes
indoor and outdoor in the last three
years. Junior distance runner Westly
Keating holds six of them in outdoor and indoor events ranging
from the 1,500- all the way up to the
10,000-meter race. He has been one
of the outstanding athletes in school
history, and is not alone in that
honor with the current bunch.

Issac Ybarra
Coming off a redshirt season,
Keating took first in the 1,500 at the
Border Olympics March 5 with a
3:51.61 finish. He took second at
the Hyatt Regency Invite in
February with a time of 8:26.60 in
the 3,000-meter race, two seconds
off the school record he set in 2003.
Veteran hurdler Rashaad Ben is
speeding through his final season
with the Broncs after capturing all
top five spots on the 110-meter hurdles list in 2004, and advancing to
the NCAA Division I Midwest
Regional Championships in ‘04 and
’03.
High jumper Marlin Manley
jumped 6-foot-10 last week at the
Proctor and is still on track to make
the coveted 7-foot mark, a goal he

has worked diligently toward since
arriving at UTPA.
LADY BRONC UPDATE
UTPA field events thrive on both
teams. Amy Moses is every bit the
record-breaker that Ybarra is for the
men, and she is joined by several
solid teammates including Deneb
DeLuna.
The Lady Broncs have had some
strong showings by senior sprinter
Rowena Hamlet on the track and
veteran thrower Moses on the field.
The Canadian Hamlet owns the top
spot in women’s outdoor 400-meter
hurdles with a time of 59.69 set in
2004.
Edinburg native Moses earned a
spot at this year’s NCAA Division I
Regional Championship for the second year in a row after throwing
196-9 at the Proctor Invite. She
placed sixth in the nation following
her performance at the Indoor
Regionals earlier this season.
The Lady Broncs are not short on
up-and-coming talent. Sophomore
multi-event standout Brittani Hilton
finished second in the javelin, third
in the 800-meter run and fourth in
the long jump recently at the ASU
multi-event competition at Angelo
State University in San Angelo.
Head coach Ricky Vaughn doesn’t single out any one of his standout athletes and in a recent interview said that, “there are no real

Joey Hinojosa/ The Pan American

GO LONG - Dorados quarterback Josh Kellett drops back to
pass in the team’s first official practice Wednesday.
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Senior Salvo providing talent, leadership
By JOEY HINOJOSA
The Pan American
Senior Bronc tennis player Jeremy
Salvo started playing tennis at the age of
six, and has been engrossed in the sport
ever since. He credits his father for
getting him on the court.
“My dad has always been the biggest
influence as far as tennis goes,” said
Salvo. “He actually learned tennis from a
book. He thought it would be a really
good individual sport that teaches you
character, so he introduced it to me when
I was young.”
The 22-year-old said that his parental
support prompted him to play tennis at
the collegiate level.
“I always wanted to play competitive
tennis. Ideally I always wanted to go pro,
but it is really difficult to go pro in any
sport,” said Salvo. “My parents always
encouraged me to go to school, and get
an education while I’m doing what I want
to do, which is play tennis. They said, ‘go
for it.’”
The hard work and dedication Salvo
put forth in his adolescent years has paid
off. Today, he is the captain of the UTPA
men’s tennis team, and has received
several honors for his tennis and
academic endeavors.
“I’ve been most proud of being
nominated for UTPA Athlete of the Year,
and also the Southland Conference Player
of the Year a couple of years ago,” said
the Coquitlam, British Columbia native.
According to Salvo playing tennis at

UTPA has been an educative experience.
“I’ve learned a lot. I’ve learned a lot
about being a team player, because tennis
like I said is an individual sport,” said
Salvo. “Playing on a team makes you
appreciate having your teammates around
you because you can only contribute so
much to the team score.”
Salvo also has found that tennis has
taught him things he can use in his life
off the court.
“I’ve learned how to deal with all
types of adversity, and being a business
major that’s really beneficial because
you’re going to face a lot of stuff in the
business world,” he said. “(Also) being
team captain, how to balance being the
voice of the team and also being the
voice of the coaches to the team,
probably has brought a lot of balance to
my life.”
Salvo is nearly 3,000 miles away from
his home town, and says he misses family
and friends. However, one of his favorite
things about the Rio Grande Valley is the
weather. He said that the ability to play
tennis year-round is one of the reasons
why he chose to attend UTPA.
On Tuesday, Salvo and his Bronc and
Lady Bronc teammates competed at
UTPA’s Orville Cox Tennis Center
against Laredo Community College.
Both UTPA’s teams won their matches 43. For UTPA Tennis Head Coach Paul
Soliz the win for both teams means a lot.
“How can I be happier? We won both
of them 4-3. We could have lost both of

them, and when it comes down to a close
match like that it can go either way,” said
Soliz. “I’m particularly happy with the
girls. It is their first win of the season.”
The Lady Broncs won all three of their
doubles matches, by scores of 8-4, 8-5,
and 8-5. In the singles competition Lady
Broncs Elysia Sloan, Angela Saenz, and
Monica Lopez helped the team win its
first tournament of the year.
The Broncs won both of their doubles
matches, 9-7 and 8-4, taking the doubles
point for the tournament. In the men’s
singles matches the Broncs split the six
available points with LCC.
Salvo and teammate Rehman Esmail
won their doubles match, but Salvo lost
his singles contest to Laredo Community
College’s Alejandro Gonzalez, 6-4 and 64.
“Jeremy didn’t have one of his better
days. He’d tell you that,” said Soliz. “He
was playing one of the best players in
junior college tennis in the country.
Jeremy has had better days, but knowing
the leader that he is I’m sure he is just
happy the team won.”
Despite his singles stumble, he is still
very much a large part of the success of
the Broncs tennis program.
“We are going to miss him next year.
He is a born leader. He has been excellent
in that department,” said Soliz. “I’m
going to hate losing him as a player, but
also I’m going to hate losing him as the
captain of our team. He is somebody that
provides a lot of leadership for us.”
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LEFTY - Jeremy Salvo was a key as the mens
tennis team won a home match Tuesday.

STATISTIC SHEET

Bronc spring sports active

UTPA BASEBALL

CLEARED - Marlin Manley jumps his way to
regionals in Saturday’s meet at UTPA.

As of March 23
TEAM STATISTICS
OFFENSE
Team batting: 243
Runs scored: 212
Runs allowed: 289
Slugging: .302
Opponent slug: .449
Stolen bases: 15
Opponent steals: 33
PITCHING
ERA: 6.63
Opponent ERA: 3.62
IP: 238
H: 290
BB: 125
SO: 177
HR allowed: 20
OFFENSE INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGE
(20 at-bats)
Gordon .333, Alamia .330,
Jones .284, Flowers .283,
Padron .264, M. Rodriguez
.250, Eichel .243, Powers
.238, Smith .235, Pena .212,
Gutierrez .159, Broyles .135
RUNS
Flowers 23, Alamia 17,
Jones 15, Gordon 12

HITS
Alamia 33, Flowers 30,
Gordon 24, Jones 23, Eichel
18
DOUBLES
Eichel 7, Gordon 6, Padron 4
HOME RUNS
Flowers 2, Smith 2, Alamia1
RBI
Alamia 16, Eichel 14, Jones
12, Flowers 12, M.
Rodriguez 11, Gordon 11,
Gutierrez 10
SLUGGING
Gordon .417, Alamia .380,
Jones .370, Flowers .368
WALKS
Flowers 19, Jones 17
STEALS
Jones 4, Padron 3, Alamia 3
PITCHING INDIVIDUAL
WINS
Guerra 4
Mason, M. Rodriguez,
Gomez, Casares 1
ERA
Mason 3.48, Davila 3.72,
Guerra 4.43, M. Rodriguez
4.82, Haines 5.27
INNINGS
Guerra 41, Mason 34, Foster
31, Casares 24, Gomez 22,
Frisby 19
STRIKEOUTS
Guerra 30, Mason 28
Casares 18, Foster 18
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By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
After competing well over this
past weekend at the Angela Proctor
Invitational, the Broncs get set for
this weekend’s meet at the Texas
Invitational, which will feature
some of the nation’s best.
The All-American duo of Isaac
Ybarra and Amy Moses will have
another chance to bring home the
gold. They both won first place last
weekend in the weight throw.
Marlin Manley qualified for his
second straight NCAA Division I
Regional Championships as the
senior placed second in the high
jump with a jump of 6-10 3/4.
Sprinter Rowena Hamlet and
hurdler Brittani Hilton have had a

successful outdoor season so far, as
they both came in first at the
Proctor meet. The men’s and
women’s teams will be competing
today at the Stanford Invitational,
and then spend the early part of the
weekend at the Texas Invitational.
The Bronc baseball team
climbed out of a three-game slump,
as they defeated Texas A&MCorpus Christi 5-4 on Tuesday
night. The Broncs were led by
pitcher Aaron Guerra who pitched
seven innings and only allowed four
runs on 10 hits. A strong Bronc
offensive was provided by Louie
Alamia and Aaron Flowers, who
both finished with two hits and runs
for the night.
The Broncs will be in action
again on March 29 when they travel

to take on UT- San Antonio in a
two-game series. The Broncs beat
the Roadrunners in their last
meeting at the Ogletree Classic, 129.
The University of Texas-Pan
American women’s golf team will
also be in action today, competing
at the Tapatio Spring Shootout
hosted by Baylor University. In
their last tournament, the Lady
Broncs placed third. Junior Daniela
Cortes had the hot hand on the day,
as she finished 13th. Closely
trailing were teammates Stefanie
Maynard and Nikki Boychuk who
finished 16th and 20th.
The men’s team will not be in
action until April 11-12, traveling to
Arizona to participate in the
Cowboy Classic.
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Variety of intramural sports at UTPA attracts students
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
Shouts and chants coming from the intramural fields
can be heard all week, as the Intramural Rec-sports
department provides fun activities for students.
Competition in various sports is under way, including
softball, flag football, volleyball, racquetball and soccer.
New on the list is ultimate frisbie, a sport that a lot of
people expressed interest in playing. On Fridays Dr.
Roberto Gregorious, of the College of Science and
Engineering, gathers students together to play. Rec-sports
assistant director Art Cabrera said he expects to have at
least four teams competing in its inaugural season.
There are fewer teams competing this spring, compared to last fall’s all-time high. But, according to

Cabrera, that is the case every year. A sudden decline in
the attendance has almost scrapped the soccer season, as
there are only two teams left, down from 11. Cabrera said
he has had to pay outside officials to run the soccer games
since there is no one on his staff that is knowledgeable of
the sport’s rules. The last two teams, Real Ciudad and
Arsenal, will be playing today at 4 p.m. at the intramural
fields.
“It is hard to for me to find work-study students to
officiate the games,” Cabrera said.
The University of Texas-Pan American has not had a
collegiate soccer team since 1997, despite its popularity
in the Rio Grande Valley. The local high school scene is
strong, and last year Brownsville Lopez won the Class 4A
state title.
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TEAM PLAYERS - (From left) Ram Ibanez, Danny Serna, Bo Ochoa, Omar Garza, and Justin Falcon from Tau Kappa
Epsilon softball team play Wednesday night against the Phi Sigs.

Another reason for the low participation can be linked
to the fact that UTPA is a commuter school with less than
600 students living on campus. As soon as classes are
done, most students quickly make their departure from
campus.
Racquetball has also suffered from a lack of participation. Cabrera said that many players showed up on the
first day, but only one remained.
“Last semester we were up a lot compared to the previous fall,” Cabrera said. “This semester we are not as
high, but we are up to our normal number.”
The intramural department has been trying to set up a
spring volleyball tournament, similar to the fall semester’s Valley Football Bowl. But Cabrera said he hasn’t
been able to get other area colleges to agree on a date for
this event.
“We’re open for any date, but the other schools are the
ones holding us back,” Cabrera said. “I was hoping on
sending a men’s and a co-ed team to a tournament.”
The men’s flag football league has produced a solid 20
teams, which is a bit down from last year. Cabrera said
that fall’s total participation was up 400 students from the
average.
Softball has also maintained its number from last
semester, and has seen a rise in the number of faculty
teams, which had an all-time high of seven teams. The
faculty and staff softball season ended yesterday, as the
Outlaws took the crown. Cabrera said this year the winner
of the faculty and staff leagues will receive a plaque they
will keep until next season.
Men’s teams, along with co-ed softball leagues, are
still running. The games will determine seating for a tournament that will determine each league winner. Cabrera
said he will probably get the four top teams and have
them battle it out for the championship.

Guerra excels in class and field
By JACOB ALEGRIA
The Pan American
Every semester some students find
themselves overwhelmed with class
work and exams, and the biggest
obstacle for most is finding time to
complete the work. This may be
difficult for students that have to
work and go to school, but for
someone that participates in athletics
it may be even tougher.
Junior right-handed pitcher Aaron
Guerra has managed to excel both on
the field off it. Guerra is a local who
played at Edinburg High School, one
of 12 players from the Valley
currently on the Broncs baseball
roster. Guerra has used this as
motivation; he wants to prove himself
to everyone in the Valley.
“Because, I’m a local guy and
people know who I am, I want to
prove that I can play,” said Guerra,
who has won four games this season,
including a victory over Texas A&MCorpus Christi Tuesday night at
home. The Broncs are now 9-19 for

the season, and are next in action
March 29 against UT-San Antonio.
Guerra’s success on the field can
now compete with his achievement in
the classroom, where he earned a 4.0
grade-point average last semester.
The challenge of being a studentathlete means full-time sports and
full-time school. UTPA athletes have
a higher cumulative GPA than the
student body, and Guerra does his
share to contribute.
“It’s tough: after I ate I would go
straight to the library, I did that
almost every day,” he said.
Guerra is in his third season and
has gotten off to a fine start in 2005,
with four wins in five decisions, and a
4.43 earned run average. Control has
been a strength for him so far, as he
has a fine strikeouts-to-walks mark,
fanning 30 in 43 innings, with only
seven free passes..
He has improved each season
thanks to that work ethic perfected in
academics. After working feverishly
in the offseason in order to improve
his pitching and overall game Guerra

is finally seeing the rewards.
“Last year he struggled a lot,” said
Coach Willie Gawlik. “The thing he’s
done is kept working hard and
working hard and now his hard work
is starting to show up, because what
he did the past two years compared to
what he’s done this year the
difference is like day and night.”
During the offseason he was
considered a relief pitcher, but earned
the chance to work in the starting
rotation this spring. That move has
paid off as the Broncs have struggled
to find consistent starters besides
Guerra and Dane Mason. The team
ERA is now 6.63.
Against Corpus, Guerra battled
from behind to get the win, scattering
10 hits in seven innings without
walking a batter. Guerra has pitched
deep into games this season due in
large part to his stability under
pressure.
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“He’s throwing strikes while in the
past he was inconsistent,” Gawlik WIN LEADER - Aaron Guerra of Edinburg has won four of
said. “Now he has developed the Broncs’ nine games in 2005, including Tuesday’s win
consistency.”
against Texas A&M-Corpus Christi.

